STROKE

English

Appendix AGB

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

7. Available booth sizes

STROKE is organized by STROKE Art Fair GmbH (hereafter: organizer).
The organizer has the right to change its terms and conditions and
participation agreements at any time. This document is only an appendix
to the full „AGB“ (Terms and Conditions) document that is only available
in German language. The exhibitor has to accept the „AGB“ document
as part of the application process and the contract. If ambiguities occur,
please consult a translator or ask your STROKE assistant.

STROKE is not lending booths based on a ground shape in sqm. At
STROKE Exhibitors can rent wall space. 1m of wall space is 200 EUR
(+VAT). Minimum wall space size is 9m. Maximum wall space size is 15m. If
you have additional expectations - please get in touch with us by E-Mail.
Most bigger booths have a rectangle shape, but the ground shape in
general is not part of the contract and may vary. The used wall system
elements have a size of 1m width and appr. 2,65m height.

2. Location, period and implementation

Your rented booth price includes the following light setup:

STROKE takes place from Wednesday, May 9th to Sunday, May 13th
2018. STROKE takes place at Werk 9 („Zündapphalle“ Grafinger Strasse 6
in 81671 München). The lessor has booked the exhibition place from
another lessor (main lessor). The contract between the exhibitor and
STROKE Art Fair GmbH is binding only under the condition, that a legal
rental contract is active for the chosen space and period of time between
STROKE Art Fair GmbH and the main lessor. Both parties agree, that the
cancellation of this contract is no reason to claim for any compensation.
3. Opening hours
for exhibitors daily from 11:30 to 20:30
for visitors daily from 12:00 to 20:00
Exception Sunday: for exhibitors daily from 11:30 to 22:00 Exception
Sunday: for visitors daily from 12:00 to 18:00

9m wall space + 6 LED lamps
12m wall space + 8 LED lamps
15m wall space + 10 LED lamps
Services:
• organization and administration incl. special programs
• exhibition booth
• one power socket
• entry to the art fair website
• production of advertising materials
• professional PR
• exhibitor art fair passes and guest cards
• infos on accommodation
• technical equipment (on request)
• tickets at discount prices

4. Basic Info
The application can only be completed online at the STROKE website.
The completed form is a mere application and doesn’t entitle the
applicant to an admission to the fair. Only a limited number of exhibitors
can participate at STROKE. The participation will be approved by the
organizer. Exhibition space can’t be reserved based on any verbal or
other agreements with third parties. After the application has been
reviewed, the applicant will be notified by e-mail regarding participation
or rejection.
The organizer retains at all times the right to reallocate, rebook or even
cancel bookings due to building regulations, orders by the municipal
authorities or due to security or technical considerations. Due to the
architectural characteristics of the location, exhibition space variations of
up to 25% might occur.

5. Additional Info
Eligible to participate at STROKE are art galleries and art collectives
(consisting of at least 3 members). With a focus on the primary market for
original art works, all exhibitors are required to exhibit original art works
on at least 2/3 of their wall space. Art prints and other merchandising
products that occupy more than 1/3 of the wall space have to be
presented in a crib or in similar ways.
6. Confirmation and payment
The confirmation of the exhibitor participation will be send to the
applicant by E-mail. Alongside the confirmation the applicant will receive
the contract. The applicant has to confirm the contract with his signature
and send it back to the organizer within 14 days (by post or scanned by
e-mail). The participation fee has to be transferred within 3 weeks.
The final confirmation of participation is only valid after the full
amount of money is transferred to the organizers bank account. Every
unpaid reservation/application will otherwise be cancelled after 3
weeks.

• no Wifi available

8. Cancellation
A cancellation has to be made in written form. The following cancellation
fees apply:
Cancellation until 01.02.2017 - free of charge
Cancellation until 01.03.2017 - 25% of participation fee
Cancellation after 01.04.2017 - 75% of participation fee
9. Booth deposit
Each participant will be charged a deposit of 250 EUR in cash upon
registration at the art fair venue. The deposit is aimed to cover any
possible damages of the wall system or the location (i.e. floor) caused by
the participants. If there are no serious damages to the rented space (a
special info sheet about the „do’s and don’ts“ for the set up will be
handed out at the venue.) the deposit will be returned to the participant
by receipt.
10. Additional information
Theft insurance: The organizer is not providing any theft insurance for the
duration of the art fair (incl. opening and closing hours). Every participant
is advised to provide it’s own suitable theft insurance.
11. Domiciliary rights
The exhibitor is subject to the Domiciliary rights of the organizer during
the art fair in the whole conference area. The organizer is authorized to
remove artworks and objects that might contradict with common laws,
good manners or the exhibition program in a aesthetic meaning.
Advertising or propaganda for political or ideological ideas is permitted.
Any serious violations can result in a closure or shut down of the exhibitors
booth.

